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Share Small Space Combination Laundry Room Powder Bathroom Refresh Have you got a small space that
needs to be stream-lined, organized and hard working, while still being stylish and inviting? I introduced some
organizational items and a super new shelf. That led to fresh paint and a few DIY projects as well. I love the
after, and I can not wait to share it with you!! I love that these assignments keep me on my toes and knocking
those to-do list items off my list! As I started digging in, I realized everything needed fresh paint, before I did
anything else. Especially the planked wood wall. The fresh paint made a world of difference and really
brightened up the whole room! The main wall is perfect for an accent color, and I just freshened up the already
existing grey. I think that should make the most sense. One of the wonderful things about having that massive
garage sale we recently held, is that I purged the house, hard, of all the extra things we simply did not need.
Like the extra towels. No, we have a folding counter. The big sea grass basket is perfect for towels, and when I
have them all folded, they get taken right up to the linen closet upstairs. I also splurged on a new ironing
board. On a side note: Depending on how your washer and cabinets are situated, you may be able to do
something like this. We built a square base, nailed it into the wall and cabinet, then added the top piece, and
nailed it to the base. It was functional, but we knew as soon as we installed it, that it was a little heavy, a little
large, and a bit too angular. I love the curvy new version so, so, soooo much! Jim and I designed this using
some vintage mouldings we picked up on one of our junking adventures and I gave it a fresh,
little-bit-distressed paint job. I know I already said that. I meant it the second time too! Because there are no
windows in the room, I felt like it needed a little more pretty and decided to add my laundry soap to a drink
dispenser I never actually use. Plus, it goes great with the other glass containers I was already using. The
ceiling is a challenge in here. The new mirror has a minimal frame and that means not only can I see in it, but
Jim can too! The last one had a big, fat wood frame that I loved, but after a bit, Jimmy let me know he had to
crouch down to see in it. This one is taller hubby approved. And it was a steal! As I got into this project, I
realized I wanted to make more changes to the space! The vanity did get some new hardware for now. Some
little porcelain clock faces. We just replaced the commode with a model I am way to impressed with. I never
knew the old one was soâ€¦ crappy. The new sign is from the company I was telling you all about on Facebook
last week. Having the floor freed up is wonderful!!!! And here it is!! The biggest change in the roomâ€¦ I knew
when I first saw this shelf, I wanted it. Then, I realized I actually had a place to put it, where it would be super
useful. The clothes hamper is tucked up, off the floor. I hang a lot of clothes to dry and I was always taking up
the entire doorway. The shelves are really generously sized. I did get just enough out of the cabinets to make
them function better though. Having the laundry basket up off the floor, is one less thing to move when I want
to clean them. Remember earlier, I showed a glimpse of the new ironing board? The new one is like an ironing
board sports car. It was so pretty. Needless to say, we gutted it to the studs. The finishes we selected were very
simple, and they have served us well, but I am very ready to do some upgrading! Thanks, as always for joining
me. I so enjoy sharing our home, projects, changes and future plans with you. Thank you so much!
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You know that feeling â€” getting everything ready so that you are all comfy and cozy all winter long. I had to
make it happen. This is my mudroom â€” it is right off my kitchen and it is where my pantry is located. I
consider a pantry one of the best features any kitchen can have â€” large or small. You need a place to be able
to see and organize all of your food. A very overstuffed single door coat closet! The house we lived in
previously had a walk-in pantry â€” it was an entire room. I was pantry spoiled! The kitchen in this house had
a pantry cabinet â€” it was small and I could never find anything as it was cramped and deep. I was frustrated
until I finally came up with the idea to move the contents of this coat closet out to the garage and extend the
closet to make a double door pantry. We made a coat and shoe wall with hooks and shelves out in the garage.
With two daughters, that space in the garage fondly became referred to as the shoe room: Big items are easy to
move in and out. Makes it easy to organize, restock, create a shopping list by just glancing, and keeping like
things together. I like being able to see everything at a glance, but it did take some work. This is what I did. I
Made a Plan You can see where the old wall used to be in the photo below. We filled in the space with some
scrap flooring pieces we had left over from a previous project. As with most DIY projects -we ran into a few
problems. One was the new door I bought for the left side of the expanded closet at Home Depot. Darn, Darn,
Darn â€” so close to getting a real pantry. Then I had a brainstorm and it worked. Since the new door was the
same overall size as the existing door and all the other closet doors that came with the house. We took the door
from our bedroom closet â€” that matched and hung it here in the pantry and put the new door on the bedroom
closet. We also ran into the problem of how to keep the doors closed since there would no longer be a door
jam. The doors stay closed perfectly. I measured the width and height of everything I wanted to store in here. I
figured out the space that would be needed between the shelves to accommodate all different heights of items
and packages. They sit on 1 x 2 supports that are mounted along the back and side walls. We painted
everything white. I covered each shelf with freezer paper with the shiny side up. It is inexpensive and lasts a
long time. It can also be wiped clean which is an added benefit. It used to hold a lot more junk food when my
daughters were still living at home. Now it looks a little empty. Organized It Group items by size. It is the best
way to use the space efficiently. Big items go on the floor. Bulk items from Costco, pet food containers and
two baskets that hold cleaning and utility supplies. Sneak peek at how I made this pantry prettier â€” more on
how I did that coming up. They also make it easier to move things when I need to re-organize the shelves
when something new comes in. How To Organize Plastic Grocery Bags I re-use plastic bags and store them in
cardboard tubes of all sizes to keep them under control. I use mailing tubes to store plastic grocery bags and
paper towel tubes to hold smaller produce size bags. The big basket on the floor is for large bags. I only
transfer long-term dry goods in containers â€” flour, sugar, dog treats, etc. Everything else stays in its own
box. I hung three racks on one side wall to hold foil and sandwich bags. On the other side I added hooks to
hang a few cleaning items. Label Hidden Storage I label all baskets and containers. That way everybody can
easily find them. Some are tied on tags. This top shelf is where I store my 30 Minute Party Supplies â€”
accessible but out of the way. Others are attached with brass fasteners or glued on. I make them on my
computer using Microsoft Word and a favorite font. I then laminate them with self laminating sheets that I buy
at the office supply store. This way they last longer and can be wiped clean. To learn more on how I make my
laminated labels, click here. And yes, I do have an entire basket filled with colored sprinkles. Ya never know
when you are going to need a certain color. Make it Pretty â€” Budget Update Now that my pantry is
customized, organized, and labeled I wanted to make it pretty, but had no budget to do it. I like the white
walls, but wanted to show you an easy way to add some color without the time and expense it would take to
paint or wallpaper. This could be as permanent or as temporary as you want it to be. I went to Walmart and
bought 2 rolls of giftwrap and found 3 marked down rolls of black ribbon â€” exactly the amount I needed to
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add to the edge of the shelves with silver tacks that I had. When that happens I always say to myself that is
was meant to be. I would have loved to have added trim molding to the edge of each shelf, but I am thrilled
with my budget ribbon version. I trimmed the edge of each shelf with ribbon and silver tacks. Ribbon can be
added to any shelf in your home for a little luxe. Look around your home â€” bookshelves, linen closets, any
shelf. It makes a nice inexpensive option in place of decorative molding. When I tire of it, I can easily remove
it and I am back to my classic white walls. To attach the giftwrap to the walls, I simply cut each piece to the
size of the back of each shelf. I then attached each section to the wall with GlueDots that scrapbookers use. It
was very easy! I store mostly food and party supplies in my pantry, but I also store extra dinnerware, trays,
cookbooks, candles, and all of my pitchers. I also always keep a bottle of wine wrapped and ready to go to
give as a hostess gift when my hubby and I are invited to an impromptu get-together. Just a plain bag that I
gussied up with some ribbon and a vintage earring. Ready to grab and go. So I may not have a big walk-in
room pantry anymore, but after planning, organizing, labeling, and adding a touch of pattern â€” I do have a
pantry that I am very happy with. Do you have a large cabinet or closet that can be transformed in your house?
If not, how do you store your food stuff â€” any tips or tricks that help you stay organized in the kitchen?
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National Electrical Code NEC typically defines rooms and areas based on the "intended" use of the area. They
do not provide a definition for a "storage room", but they do provide a definition for a "clothes closet". A
non-habitable room or space intended primarily for storage of garments and apparel. Sufficient access and
working space shall be provided and maintained about all electrical equipment to permit ready and safe
operation and maintenance of such equipment. This section says the depth of Working Space must be between
3 and 4 feet, "measured from the exposed live parts or from the enclosure or opening if the live parts are
enclosed". This section says the width of Working Space must be the width of the equipment or 30",
whichever is greater. And that there should be enough Working Space to allow the equipment door to open 90
degrees. There is an exception to this which says: In existing dwelling units, service equipment or panelboards
that do not exceed amperes shall be permitted in spaces where the headroom is less than 2. This section also
says that any other equipment associated with the electrical installation"located above or below the equipment,
cannot extend more than 6" beyond the front of the equipment. Working space required by this section shall
not be used for storage. When normally enclosed live parts are exposed for inspection or servicing, the
working space, if in a passageway or general open space, shall be suitably guarded. Which means the
equipment can be in an area used for storage, but the Working Space cannot be used for storage. As long as
you keep this Working Space clear, you should have no problems. However, there are a few more things to
consider. At least one entrance of sufficient area shall be provided to give access to and egress from working
space about electrical equipment. Another important consideration is lighting. This is a section that is often
overlooked in residential situations, and is often satisfied simply by having lights in the room where the
service panel is installed. Personally, I take this section seriously. I recommend installing a dedicated circuit,
consisting of a single switch and a single luminaire. Then installing it just above the equipment, as to provide
adequate light for anybody working on the equipment. Putting the luminaire on a dedicated circuit allows you
to deenergize other circuits, while maintaining good lighting while servicing the equipment. This unit can be
installed on the same dedicated equipment luminaire circuit. Provide "sufficient area" for entrance to and
egress from the equipment see local building codes to determine "sufficient area". Make sure the area has
enough lighting. Rooms are defined by intended use.
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Angled frame keeps clothes from hitting the wall, and provides a sturdy KOUSI Portable Storage Shelf Cube Shelving
Bookcase Bookshelf Cubby Organizing Closet Toy Organizer Cabinet, Transparent White, 12 Cubes Storage.

Chapter 5 : How I Transformed a Coat Closet into a Pantry | In My Own Style
Sizes: 6 SHELF, 3 SHELF Whip your closet into shape with a Household Essentials Canvas Hanging Closet Organizer.
This durable canvas organizer with reinforced plastic shelves adds instant extra hanging space to a closet and is perfect
for sweaters, shirts, and other clothing.

Chapter 6 : 11 new Elf on the Shelf accessories to make parents' lives easier this holiday
The Honey-Can-Do 4-Tier Shelf Unit offers stylish and convenient storage utility for your home, office or dorm room.
Multi-tier steel frame design provides ample space for holding and organizing clothing, linens, shoes and more.
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